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5STARMEDICAL CORP LAUNCHES "CLEAR AIR", A NEWLY DESIGNED SMOKE EVACUATION
PENCIL
(Seneca Falls, NY (October 3rd, 2016) - 5StarMedical Corp is excited to announce the launch of our
newly designed Smoke Evacuation Pencil.
Our blade & cannula is combined into one single component. The blades are detachable and available in
three different lengths (90mm, 162mm, 227mm) to meet various surgical needs.
This product has received high reviews from surgeons, practitioners and device makers around the
globe. Our new "CLEAR AIR" product line is a game changer. At 5StarMedical & Shuyou Surgical, we
are committed to collaboration and innovation. We have listened to the needs of the market and have
responded with a product line that is not only world class quality, but priced to compete globally. Our
strategic advantages will differentiate us. Now, there is no need to keep using BIG, BULKY,
Expensive Smoke Evacuation Pencils. Our "CLEAR AIR" design is slimmer for more comfort, smoother
for premiere performance and priced to deliver substantial cost savings.

About 5StarMedical Corp
5StarMedical Corp is a global medical device company that focuses on the development, manufacturing,
sales and distribution of a broad range of medical device products. Thru world class innovation and
collaboration, 5StarMedical is committed to providing the highest quality devices at the most cost
competitive structures in the industry. With resources globally, surgeons and purchasing networks look to
our team for guidance, development, and collaboration that ultimately enhances the patients overall
experience both pre- and -post operation (surgical procedures).
Contact 5StarMedical Corp at: 51 state street, Seneca Falls, New York; Phone: 844-343-3613; Website:
www.5starmedicalcorp.com

If you would like more information about this topic, please contact George Tilton at 844-343-3613 or
email at sales@5starmedicalcorp.com.
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